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Arabic Bread Recipe Part 2 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 
���$:7ABCD ،EF:D 9. دا? <=> ا;$8:9 /78 456 3��2، و/.-&ا )+%* أ)& ه& %$#" ! � 28GH أول JK�( أ

 "/�LB;ا M5� N:Hد OC( 9=#وم ،N:H7;�/ 2>&>.ج2 م�% M5� OGAB% �B%إ �8ASو ،T:/أ3#. أو أ N:H7/ �F>.B%و
;7C م� )&F5Z� . م#=Y( 9ود ا;N:H7، و)=#> ا;U.د ;F:/ OGAB% W5X ."B:$85� أو إ;UB% W.د /:F�، و/78ی7A( 9أ )U.د?

[3�Bم \#]; .  
FGCB% ?7)8#> /_:2 /78 آ �7 مC; "ی&> �FA:](و T:/`ا`3#. أو ا N:H7;�/ ">&>.ن /.-&ا م&=! ":B:Z ج أو�c/ �

?YAd( 7أAB% ?7و/78 آ ،eG_;ا.  
  

Nی�Hد f#K W;ا&C; 7%م9 وا .gأآ OC( 9=#ن، م.U;م9 ا hC! W;ا;.ف إ WD �ه�(YAK W;2 إUXا`ر <K7B% ?778 آ/ .
Xا`ر e5GB% ،ن.U;85&ا م9 اGB% WgH&;م:" ود e/درج2 %.ار? ر WD Nی�Hد eA3 W;%&ا �ه�BA3 �ن /78 م.U;2 م9 اU

9:]#Kنودا?. و.U;ج م9 ا.K �78 م/ k:8;ا <=> . 
 

 

English translation: 
 

This is the shape of the dough after 20 minutes, and we can see that its size has doubled. 
We take the first piece of dough and sprinkle it with flour, brown or white, and we put it 
on a surface covered with flour too. It’s also possible to put flour on the rolling pin that 
we will use to surface the dough. We start to surface [roll] the dough. It’s fine to put on 
more flour. We start opening the dough until it reaches a reasonable size.  

 
Next, we put it on a tray covered with flour, brown or white. And we leave it aside until 
we finish the rest of the pieces, and then we start baking. 

 
After that, we put the surfaced piece on the bottom shelf of the oven. We can put in more 
than one for about five minutes.  

 
Now we take the bread out of the oven after leaving the piece for about seven minutes at 
450 F°. This is the shape of the bread after it leaves the oven. 
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